
How did you do?
Answers can be obtained by visiting www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/transfertests

These practice papers are designed to:
• Give your child realistic practice for the Transfer Tests
• Support and enhance the school curriculum
• Revise and reinforce learning
• Provide opportunities to build confidence
• Help develop examination technique

Brought to you in partnership with TransferTests.co.uk
TransferTests.co.uk was founded in August 2002 and was the 
first website of its kind. Our unique practice papers can also be 
found in leading retailers such as Sheey’s Cookstown, 
Creighton’s, Stewart Millar, Five Ways Newry, Trim Print 
Armagh, Smyth’s Newcastle, Lucia Hughes Omagh, Magherafelt 
Copy Shop, Craigavon Office Supplies, McGrath’s Office 
Supplies, Mourne Office Supplies and BJ McNally. The tests you 
find in the Belfast Telegraph this week do not contain the same 
questions as any of the tests you will find in retailers.

The goal of TransferTests.co.uk is to help children prepare for 
the AQE and GL Transfer tests, providing great materials both 
on paper and online. With tests that mirror the actual 
examinations, the company’s reputation has grown with 
teachers and tutors recommending the products. Whether your 
child prefers to complete practice papers on a mobile, tablet or 
on paper, TransferTests.co.uk have a product to suit. To find out 
more visit www.transfertests.co.uk

About the AQE Exams
AQE examinations are used by 34 schools who facilitate the 
Common Entrance Assessment with the results determining 

their selection of Year 8 pupils. A list of CEA schools can be found at 
aqe.org.uk/schools/

Three examinations are sat over three separate days with the child’s 
two highest marks combined to give the final result.

Each paper will combine Maths & English questions.
• 50 minutes to complete – children taking the test in January

2021 will be allowed 60 minutes for each of their 3 papers
• 58 questions for each test
• Overall total of 64 marks available
• To answer the questions pupils must either choose a

multiple choice option or complete their answer in the
space given.

Ready? Let’s get started!
Read the following carefully before you begin:

• Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
• There are 58 questions to answer in 50 mins (60 minutes if

child is sitting the test in January 2021)
• Read each question carefully before stating your answer.
• Once you have worked out your answer, write it carefully
on the test paper.

• Work as quickly and as carefully as you can.
• You may do rough working on a separate sheet of paper.
• If you make a mistake, rub it out as carefully as you can
and mark your new answer.

• If you are not sure of an answer, choose the one you think is best.
• You may read each question and check your answers as

many times as you want.

Flip over for GL Style Practice Paper 1 (Maths)
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Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.
In Elizabethan times many of Shakespeare's plays were performed at The Globe Theatre in London. To get in, you put one 
penny in a box by the door. Then you could stand on the ground in front of the stage. To sit on the first balcony, you put 
another penny in the box held by a man in front of the stairs. To sit on the second balcony, you put another penny in the 
box held by the man by the second flight of stairs. Then when the show started, the men went and put the boxes in a 
room backstage - the box office. In Shakespeare's time copyright didn't exist, so the, actors only got their lines as the play 
was in progress. they only got to know who else was playing what on the day of the performance. Many times they didn't even 
get there own lines. They did cue acting, which meant that there was a person backstage that whispered the lines to the 
person right before he was going to say them. Actors were not considered trustworthy people, and the market for good 
plays was large. The actors were all men in Shakespeare's day. The parts of women were played by boys who still had light 
voices. Legend has it that at the tender age of eleven, William watched the pageantry associated with Queen Elizabeth's 
visit to Kenilworth Castle near Stratford and later recreated this scene many times in his plays.

Look at the statements below. Decide whether each of the following statements are true or false. Base your 
answer on the information in the passage. Tick each statement true or false. 

     1.  Actors were seen as trustworthy people.                TRUE        FALSE

     2. Shakespeare’s plays were performed at the Globe Theatre.     TRUE        FALSE

Find one word in the passage closest in meaning to each of the statements below. Write the word in the space 
provided. 

     3.  To move forward/develop.              __________________________

     4.  Someone/something you can trust.    __________________________

The four words below are used in the passage. Tick the correct box in the table below to show which of the four 
words is used as an adjective, a verb, a noun or an adverb. 

9. The actors were all male in Shakespeare’s day.               TRUE          FALSE

10. Many actors did cue acting.                           TRUE          FALSE
  
11. How much did it cost to enter the Globe Theatre?             _______________________________

12. In which line has a capital letter been left out?             Line __________________________

13. In which line is there a spelling mistake?                   Line __________________________

14. In which line has a comma used incorrectly?               Line __________________________
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Read the passage below and answer the question that follows.
Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun and is very hot. It is rocky and has lots of dents all over it where it has been hit by 
meteorites, space rocks. Venus is covered in thick yellow clouds which trap the suns heat and make Venus the hottest in 
the solar system. Mars is a small, dry planet with a red rocky surface. Jupiter is the largest planet in the solar system and is 
very cold. It has sixteen moons. Saturn is nearly as big as Jupiter and has a larger ring around it. Uranus is blue-green in 
colour and has fifteen moons. Neptune has three rings and eight moons. Finally, Pluto is the smallest planet in the solar 
system and it is also the coldest.

15. Read the following statement and decide whether it is true or false. Base your answer on the information
in the passage then tick the appropriate option below.

Saturn is a larger planet than Jupiter.       TRUE         FALSE         CANNOT SAY

16. The prices of chewing gum at 4 different corner shops are shown as follows: 35p, 52p, 48p and 53p.

What is the average price of the chewing gum?     ________________________________p

17. If    10   x   p   ÷  2    =   15     What is the value of p?   ________________

18. Examine the calendar for January 2011 and answer the following question.

On what date was the fourth Sunday of the month? _________________

19. A 24 hour clock displays 09:21. On the 12-hour clock, how is this expressed? _____________________

20. What is the highest common factor of 16 and 24?

Answer_____________________________

21. Mary and Helen are going through a maze at the funfair. When they enter the maze they are facing West.
The first junction they come to they turn 90° clockwise. At the second junction they turn 180° anticlockwise.

      In which direction are they now facing? _________________________

22. Complete the sequence below by writing the missing number in the space provided. 

________,       -3,      -8,      -16,      -27,      -41

23. There are 1.6km in 1 mile. A train travels a distance of 112 km. Express this distance in miles. 

Answer_____________________________

24. Which two of the following have a sum total of £88, please circle two answers.

A   £70.50              B   £65.75              C   £22.25               D   £28.50           E   £30.25
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25. The chart shows the different types of trees that 
       are in a park. What is the total amount of Birch, 
       Pine, Maple and Hazel in the park? 

The following passage contains a number of mistakes. You have to find the mistakes. On each line there is 
either one or no mistake. Find the group of words in which there is a mistake and circle the letter 
underneath it. If there is no mistake, circle N.

Look for spelling or punctuation mistakes in the passage below.

26. Mothering Sunday    is on the forth       Sunday of Lent.       It is often called
       A              B                C                D          N

27.   Mother's Day     in Britan. However         is has no        connection with
       A              B                C                D          N

28. the American        festival which       is also nown       by the same name.
       A              B                C                D          N

29.   On this day        children often       give their mothers     gifts and cards as
       A              B                C                D          N

30.    a way of       saying thank you      for they're hard       work. In church,
       A              B                C                D          N

31.   prayers are said     for mothers at a       special service.      In the passed girls
       A              B                C                D          N

32.   who worked as     domestic servants      were given          the day off
       A              B                C                D          N

33.    work to visit     their mothers. They      often took a         cake as a
       A              B                C                D          N

34.  present. It was    usualy a fruit cake      with two layers       of almond paste.
       A              B                C                D          N

35.   On the top        there are to        layers of marzipan       as well.
       A              B                C                D          N

Answer___________________
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36. Examine this group of shapes. Each shape has 4 internal angles which add up to give a total of 360°.
What is the specific name of this group of shapes?

    Answer ____________________________

37. Complete the number statement by writing the missing number in the space provided:

43   +   11   -  3   -  _________= 21

38. What is the perimeter of this shape?

39. What is the lowest common multiple of 11 and 14? _________________________

40. The table below shows the temperatures recorded at different times of the day on Monday and Tuesday.
On Tuesday, what was the difference between the morning temperature and the evening temperature?

41. To join the local cross country youth team, Marie, Liam and David need to be able to run two miles in less
than twenty minutes.
Liam and David can both run the two miles more quickly than Marie.
It takes Marie longer than the required twenty minutes to run the two miles.

Decide if the following statement is True or False:

Marie doesn’t join the cross country youth team.         TRUE            FALSE

42. Study the grid opposite. What are the co-ordinates of point J?

43. This is called a scalene triangle.
How many lines of symmetry does it have?

Answer ___________________

Answer (_______ , _______)

________________cm

________________°C
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44. Please solve the equation: 

   Answer ___________________

45. How much of this grid is shaded? Please write your answer as a fraction.

   Answer ___________________

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.
Coasts, which form the boundary between land and ocean, receive a constant battering from the wind and waves. In calm weather, the 
water merely laps at the shore, but on windy days, towering, foam-capped breakers smash onto coasts. It's no wonder that the shapes and 
even location of coasts are constantly changeing, as waves erode the land and as sea levels change. In some places, coasts are moving back 
inland by several metres each year. coastal features, such as cliffs and arches, are formed by wave erosion. As the sea beats on rocky 
headlands, softer rocks are eroded (worn away) to form hollow caves. Twin caves on either side of a headland may eventually wear right 
through to form an arch. As the battering continues, the top of the arch collapses to leave an isolated pillar. In the last few million years, sea 
levels have risen and fallen by up to 200m. Scientists believe these are caused by temperature changes, as Ice Ages come and go.

Look at the statements below. Decide whether the following statement is true of false. Base your answer on 
the information in the passage. Tick each statement true or false. 

   46. The location of coasts are constantly changing.            TRUE                     FALSE

       47. In some places, coasts are moving back inland.        TRUE                      FALSE

Find one word in the passage closest in meaning to each of the statements below. Write the word in the 
space provided.

   48.   Worn away.                 ___________________________

    49.  More than one.              ___________________________

The four words below are used in the passage. Tick the correct box in the table below to show which of the 
four words is used as an adjective, a verb, a noun or an adverb. 

54. Which of the following are coastal features?                Waves         Cliffs

55. Coasts are a boundary between the land and the ocean.              TRUE         FALSE

56. In the last few million years, sea levels have risen and fallen by how much? ____________________

57. In which line has a capital letter been left out?                  Line ____________________________

58. In which line is there a spelling mistake?                       Line ____________________________
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 1.  False
 2.  True
 3.  Progress
 4.  Trustworthy
 5.  Adjective
 6.  Verb/Noun
 7.  Noun
 8.  Verb
 9.  True
10. True
11. One penny
12. 6
13. 7
14. 5
15. False
16. 47p
17. 3
18. 23rd
19. 9.21am
20. 8

21. South
22. -1
23. 70 miles
24. B & C
25. 329
26. B
27. B
28. C
29. N
30. C
31. D
32. N
33. N
34. B
35. B
36. Quadrilaterals
37. 30
38. 20cm
39. 154
40. 5°C

41. True
42. (5,4)
43. 0
44. 1 ½
45. 5/9
46. True
47. True
48. Eroded
49. Several/Few
50. Verb
51. Noun
52. Adjective
53. Verb
54. Cliffs
55. True
56. Up to 200m
57. 4
58. 3
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